It is impossible to not communicate in one form or another. Every word, image, and action taken—or not taken—sends messages to various audiences, and globalization of the media has created a security environment where messages can have a swift and potentially decisive impact. In current conflicts, the
perceptions of the interested populations have become, in some cases, as important—or more important—than the activities and operations conducted on the ground. Consequently, leaders at all levels have come to recognize the need to consider and incorporate public communication in their activities.

The importance of public communication with regard to its potential impact on military operations is difficult to overstate. Now retired Adm. James Stavridis described the primacy of communication as a tool he had for dealing with issues in Latin America while serving as commander of United States Southern Command, saying, “Strategic communication is our main battery. We’re in the business of launching ideas, not Tomahawk missiles.”

Communication may be the only tool the commander has available to respond to a developing situation impacting U.S. interests. Effective communication often sets the conditions for future operations and, in some cases, may even be used to prevent future conflict.

**Toward Defining Public Communication**

Communication is often misunderstood for many reasons. It is not defined in doctrine, even though the term has been recurrently used in recent history. Complicating the lack of an official definition has been the conflicting uses and definitions of communication put forward and implemented among various commands and agencies. Additionally, many of the diverse proponents involved in the use of communication—such as public affairs, military information support operations (formerly psychological operations), and information operations—have put forth their own definitions based on their own perspectives, interests, and agendas. This confusion, along with other conflicting definitions formulated by the Department of Defense and other U.S. government agencies such as the State Department, has negatively impacted communication efforts.

**Clarifying the Meaning**

In its simplest form, communication is the exchange of ideas between two parties. The sender sends a message to a receiver, who interprets the message through cultural, political, and societal filters. The receiver then provides feedback to the sender, who interprets the feedback through another set of filters. The concepts of communication are found throughout strategic communication, communication strategy, and, most recently, communication synchronization. All of these terms are interrelated but may apply to the different levels of communication to be considered by the commander.

For this article, communication is used as an overarching term to refer to all of the various forms of external communication a leader may conduct.

**Strategic Communication**

Strategic communication (STRATCOM) was the first term adopted by the government (popularized following 9/11) that attempted to provide a working definition for synchronized strategic-level activities aimed at communicating a unified message supporting strategic objectives. STRATCOM was initially viewed as the guiding force behind alignment of the diplomatic, informational, military, and economic instruments of national power to achieve national goals and objectives—a complex and daunting undertaking. Conceptually, STRATCOM was conceived as being formulated at the highest levels of government power and then permeating all levels of government activities to create a unity of messaging that harmonized and supported all other strategic activities.

Subsequently, STRATCOM became primarily focused on public communication activities. It is now recognized that while communication activities at all levels have different challenges, the activities are based on a central set of concepts and principles generally conceived as steps taken to align the actions, words, and images of an organization. Uniform acceptance of this general concept appears in various definitions of STRATCOM. For example, Joint Publication 1-02, *Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms*, defines strategic communication as—

focused United States Government efforts to understand and engage key audiences to create, strengthen, or preserve conditions favorable for the advancement of United States Government interests, policies, and objectives through the use of coordinated programs, plans, themes, messages, and products synchronized with the actions of all instruments of national power.

The 2010 **Commander’s Handbook for Strategic Communication and Communication Strategy** uses the
same definition but adds, “Further and more specifically, effective SC [STRATCOM] requires synchronization of crucial themes, messages, images, and actions with other nonlethal and lethal operations.”

Elsewhere, scholar Christopher Paul suggests a working definition of strategic communication: “coordinated actions, messages, images, and other forms of signaling or engagement intended to inform, influence, or persuade selected audiences in support of national objectives.”

Additionally, a 2009 Department of Defense report on STRATCOM offers a somewhat more elaborate explanation:

Strategic communication is the alignment of multiple lines of operation (e.g., policy implementation, public affairs, force movement, information operations, etc.) that together generate effects to support national objectives. Strategic communication essentially means sharing meaning (i.e., communicating) in support of national objectives (i.e., strategically). This involves listening as much as transmitting and applies not only to information, but also to physical communication—action that conveys meaning.

Regardless of the great effort expended among many agencies to clarify and refine the concept for use at the policy level, many object to applying the term STRATCOM to the military, for two primary reasons. First, the military commander does not have control over all the instruments of national power. Although it is recognized that the commander is a contributor to the informational instrument and the majority stakeholder in the military instrument, it is also apparent that commanders must rely on, and coordinate with, the rest of the government for employment of the other instruments of national power to achieve a STRATCOM effect. Such coordination is routinely dogged by internal policy disagreements and bureaucratic foot dragging that often inhibit formulation and execution of national STRATCOM. Nevertheless, at lower levels, commanders should remember that they do have tools that mirror, to some degree, other instruments of national power. For example, in a given situation, the commander’s key leader engagements clearly have the potential for complementing regional diplomacy, while targeted spending by a commander’s forces can complement the government’s overall employment of the economic instrument for a strategic purpose.

The second disagreement with the term is based on the word strategic itself. Though a tactical commander will usually have little direct opportunity to engage with the other instruments of national power at the strategic level, globalization of communication has resulted in a situation where tactical actions may have a strategic effect. Therefore, commanders at all levels may make decisions that have effects and repercussions that reach far beyond their formally assigned areas of operation. Commenting on this modern development, Adm. Michael Mullen, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff observes,

It is time for us to take a harder look at “strategic communication.” Frankly, I don’t care for the term. We get too hung up on that word, strategic. If we’ve learned nothing else these past eight years, it should be that the lines between strategic, operational, and tactical are blurred beyond distinction.

Communication Strategy

Communication strategy, COMMSTRAT, also known as commander’s communication strategy, is an attempt to refine and adapt the concept of STRATCOM for communication efforts at the level of combatant command or military service and at operational or regional level. Combatant commanders use COMMSTRAT to align the activities they control to achieve their objectives and goals within their areas of responsibility. As with STRATCOM, a commander employing COMMSTRAT does not have control of the diplomatic, informational, and economic instruments within the operational area, so the command must coordinate with agencies responsible for the other instruments of national power to synchronize planned actions with words in order to achieve the commander’s objectives.

Thus, by its nature, COMMSTRAT is inherently difficult to coordinate. The different goals, objectives, priorities, opinions, and agendas among all of the parties involved are often contrary to those of the commander. Additionally, COMMSTRAT relies on the guidance from high-level, whole-of-government STRATCOM policy makers at the Department of
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Defense or Joint Staff to guide and align its efforts with other government players.

**Communication Synchronization**

The latest guidance for such communication activities appears in the relatively new communication synchronization process discussed in Joint Doctrine Note 2-13, *Commander’s Communication Synchronization*, published in 2013. The publication defines communication synchronization as—

>a joint force commander’s process for coordinating and synchronizing themes, messages, images, operations, and actions to support strategic communication-related objectives and ensure the integrity and consistency of themes and messages to the lowest tactical level through the integration and synchronization of all relevant communication activities.7

Commanders use communication synchronization (a process) to coordinate the actions of their commands to achieve mission success. Communication synchronization is more narrowly focused than COMMSTRAT but does not operate in a vacuum. It is nested within COMMSTRAT just as COMMSTRAT is nested within STRATCOM.

**Recurring Communication Themes**

Though not all military definitions of communication agree on all aspects of communication, they universally agree on the need to plan and coordinate communication efforts. As a result, there are recurring themes common to the definitions. These themes are essential to communication activities, and many are based on the commander and his or her leadership.

**Communication through action.** The first common theme is that actions communicate. This reflects the old adage that “actions speak louder than words.” The 2008 International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) theater strategic communication strategy says,

Ensure actions match words. We must ensure we do what we say we do. Our actions will invariably have a greater impact than what
we communicate verbally or in writing. Consistency between “video” and “audio” will reinforce our STRATCOM messages and maintain ISAF credibility.8

Actions are often the most visible aspect of an organization’s policies and goals. All actions—such as leader engagements, military-to-military engagements, movements on the ground, visits by leaders, overflights of aircraft, and transits of ships—send messages. In the Internet age, reports of actions taken and the results of those actions are quickly spread across the globe; they affect the perceptions of the audiences the commander is trying to engage. It is important to envision how the actions will be perceived by the different audiences and what message they will deliver. It is also important to recognize that there is risk that actions taken may not deliver the desired messages or may conflict with words and images used. Moreover, inaction is a form of communication since not acting can also send a message, which may also pose considerable risk.

From a strategic perspective, planning a communication strategy should emphasize not permitting a say-do gap to emerge. A say-do gap arises in the minds of the targeted audiences when an organization’s statements conflict with the actions it takes. Saying one thing while doing another sends conflicting messages and destroys credibility. Recent examples of a say-do gap came from operations in Afghanistan, where NATO forces proclaimed respect for the Afghan people and Islam, a verbal message that appeared contradicted by images and incidents of civilian casualties and military operations in and around mosques. Such apparent inconsistencies were successfully exploited by the Taliban via globally distributed images on the Internet.

Leaders at all levels can reduce the say-do gap by establishing an organization or process to examine planned actions and determine if they potentially conflict with the command’s words. This allows the commander to make a more effective risk analysis when making a deliberate decision to conduct or modify an operation. It also allows the organization the opportunity to anticipate...
possible adverse consequences of actions and to be proactive in postoperation damage control. As noted by Adm. Mullen, we hurt ourselves more when our words don’t align with our actions. Our enemies regularly monitor the news to discern coalition and American intent as weighed against the efforts of our forces. When they find a “say-do” gap—such as Abu Ghraib—they drive a truck right through it. So should we, quite frankly.

Establishing a communication mindset. Commanders set the conditions for preventing the pitfalls of a say-do gap by establishing a communication mindset within the unit. Commanders do this by including communication objectives as part of their vision and the overall objectives. If communication is part of the commander’s objectives, the staff and subordinate leaders are forced to consider and include communication in their formulation of objectives and operational planning. With a communication mindset, the staff and subordinate commanders become habituated to automatically considering the effects of their actions in terms of public perceptions and potential reactions. Consequently, they include communication at the beginning and in all subsequent stages of planning.

Establishing a process and organization responsible for communication is also part of establishing the necessary communication mindset. The process and organization are used to identify new communication opportunities and to work within the staff to make recommendations to the commander. They also work to deconflict messaging and to prioritize engagements with outside organizations. This helps prevent counterproductive audience saturation and the useless expenditure of effort on unpromising, cost-ineffective communication endeavors. The process and organization also help to establish priorities for communication within the commander’s guidance and objectives. This prioritization seeks to achieve the maximum possible benefit from communication efforts, given the resources available, while identifying potential seams and gaps in the efforts. The coordination process may be formal through regularly scheduled meetings or informal using an ad hoc process to coordinate communication as the need arises; a combination of the two is often most effective.

A communication mindset includes consideration of the communication effects of tactical maneuver, logistic, and contracting operations. By creating a communication mindset, the staff learns to consider the communication effects of all planned actions. Every action performed, dollar spent, or contract approved sends a message to someone, somewhere. The communication mindset takes such into consideration as well as the cultural, political, and societal filters that the interested populations will use to view the actions.

A key benefit of inculcating such a communication mindset is that it promotes recognition and consideration of the potential second- and third-order effects of the actions taken by the organization, including the unintended consequences that may arise from those actions. All of the staff members should therefore adopt a communication mindset through which they provide input into planning campaigns and operations. One effect of adding communication to the commander’s objectives is that it expands communication considerations beyond the perspective of
traditional communicators, such as public affairs, military information support operations, and information operations, and it widens the aperture to solicit perspectives from staff sections such as civil affairs, the political advisor, and the chaplain. As a result, operational planners receive the benefit of insight from many different and useful perspectives regarding communication effects of planned operations.

A resulting second benefit of such a communication mindset is enhanced speed and agility in responding to negative messages and opponent communication actions.

Additionally, since commanders are already responsible for examining the higher headquarters’ objectives and supporting the portion appropriate to their organization, a well-established formal synchronizing process will help commanders execute the command responsibility of nesting organizational communication objectives with higher headquarters’ communication objectives. For example, as higher headquarters’ objectives may address issues at a national level, subordinate objectives must necessarily be tailored to address issues mainly associated with subordinate areas of operations.

Necessity for establishing clear communication guidance. Commanders must support communication efforts and provide clear and substantive guidance for them to be effective. Without commander support and emphasis, communication efforts will die on the vine, and the staff will return from a communications mindset to a traditional operational focus without sophisticated anticipation of the communication aspects of planned operations.

To cultivate the communication mindset, leaders must produce clear communication guidance that aligns communication efforts across the staff and with that of subordinates. The best guidance is not strict guidance in which everyone is expected to parrot the exact same words and phrases. Rather, it is guidance that establishes the commander’s communication vision and intent within a communication framework that allows the staff and subordinates to adapt the intent of guidance to a specific task, while supporting the commander’s communication objectives.

Edward R. Murrow was a noted American journalist who came to prominence as a radio broadcaster during World War II. After the war, he garnered international attention by producing a series of investigative reports that led to the censure of U.S. Sen. Joseph McCarthy, who had reputedly been using smear tactics to root out and stigmatize persons in the government and media he regarded as communist agents. Murrow was appointed in 1961 by Pres. John F. Kennedy to head the U.S. Information Agency (USIA). Murrow accepted the appointment on the condition that he be included in all cabinet and National Security Council meetings so that policy would be synchronized with official press releases from the government, especially during times of crisis. He served in that capacity until 1964.¹⁰
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Having the people on the ground telling and demonstrating the command’s story lends credibility and depth to the communication effort. This delegation manifests itself in the concept of the strategic corporal:

A strategic corporal is a soldier that possesses technical mastery in the skill of arms while being aware that his judgment, decision making, and action can all have strategic and political consequences that can affect the outcome of a given mission and the reputation of his country.11

Possibly as important, the strategic corporal avoids tactical-level actions that could have strategic-level effects by acting professionally, understanding the importance of his or her actions, and understanding the commander’s communication guidance.

Providing communication guidance at the outset of staff planning ensures staffs consider communication early. Without early guidance, communication will not be woven into planning from the outset but will likely be added on as an afterthought. As a result, particularly in the event of a crisis, the messages among the various staff elements involved in complex operations will be discordant, confused, and in some cases contradictory. Poorly conceived ad hoc communications have great potential for making things worse, as happened after the failed invasion of the Bay of Pigs, Cuba, in 1961. A statement often attributed to Edward R. Murrow, when asked to deal with the ensuing public relations debacle, illustrates the need for synchronized communication guidance from the outset of planning: “If they want me in on the crash landings, I better damn well be in on the takeoffs.”12 Murrow, then director of the United States Information Agency, had not been told of the invasion—sponsored by the Central Intelligence Agency—until after it failed.

Similarly, the commander’s guidance will also help prevent the appearance of the “strategic knucklehead.” The strategic knucklehead arises from “an absence of judgment, leadership, decisiveness, and moral courage [that] can produce outcomes or reactions that have a negative strategic effect.”13 Such an individual causes a strategic problem through negative actions at the tactical level. Often, the problems are far larger than the tactical operations that cause them. Religious or cultural carelessness, or any neglect of professionalism demonstrated through actions such as desecrating Qurans, needlessly damaging mosques, or mistreating prisoners, have had long-lasting effects that remained well after the tactical operation was complete.

Leaders also must recognize their special roles in communication. There are times when the commander is best suited to be the organization spokesperson because of the commander’s position and responsibility. The same goes for key leader engagements. The commander is the best person to conduct certain engagements with certain other leaders, such as senior military leaders or senior political leaders. The commander speaks with an authority that other people do not possess.

Feedback for communication. Like all other operational endeavors, communication can always be improved upon. Therefore, feedback on communication efforts is an essential part of the effort. However, it is often difficult to determine a cause-and-effect relationship between words, images, and actions and the perceptions of a population. Feedback may come from the intelligence system, public affairs reports, or general-perception “atmospheric” reports from the soldiers in the field. To make an assessment regarding the impact of communication efforts,
the commander will have to direct resources to gathering feedback. Commanders then must assess this information and make their decisions based on previous experience, the recommendations of their staffs, and their own instincts. Notwithstanding, it should be understood that influence achieved through communication is an investment that usually requires a thorough, time-consuming, coordinated effort to achieve the commander’s objectives.

**Conclusion**

To reap the benefits of a staff imbued with a communication mindset, commanders must support communication efforts so those efforts can be effective. Communication is commanders’ business. If a commander does not recognize its importance, buy in to it, and support it, an essential tool will go unused, which in some cases could mean mission failure. It is the responsibility of the commander to establish a communication mindset that permeates the command. The mindset must assimilate the operators as well as the organizations that are normally recognized as communicators. Staff sections that recognize and consider the importance of the communication aspects of their actions will help eliminate the say-do gap potentially generated during planning for operations. Additionally, a commander who empowers subordinates to communicate, while also recognizing when and where his or her special role in communication should be used, will be more effective than a commander who disregards his or her communication responsibilities. In sum, a commander who effectively uses communication will be able to more effectively set the conditions for future operations and may even be able to prevent needless conflict in the future.

**Notes**
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